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The study examines the salience of social identities among of Jews, 
Arabs and Palestinians. It shows that diverse hierarchies of identities 
exist simultaneously in each national group, and that the prevalence 
of specific identities varies so that some identities are more prevalent 
in one national category and other different identities are more 
prevalent in others. Among Jews, the family provides creates the 
most prevalent and salient identity, followed by either the civic 
(Israeli) identity or the national (Jewish) identity; Among Arabs, 
the family provides creates the most prevalent and salient identity, 
followed by being a student, both of which are individualistic 
identities; Among Palestinians the civic (Palestinian) identity is 
the most prevalent and salient identity. Thus We thus conclude that 
the collective is more salient among the Palestinians than among 
either Jews or Arabs in Israel. Jews include a collectivistic identity 
in most hierarchies of identities but it is moderated by the primary 
individualistic identity (the family). The Arab citizens of Israel have 
much weaker collective identities. 

Social identities exist independent of 

specific issues, and their components are 
salient to individuals even when no issue 
is specified. Jewish-Israeli society no 
longer exhibits a single dominant identity. 
This may be because Israel is so conflict-
ridden that diverse identities maintain high 
salience concurrently. Thus, when no specific 

context or issue is defined, and people are 
asked to rank diverse simultaneously-held 
identities, each person chooses whichever 
identities are prominent for him/herself. Four 
identities are particularly salient among Jews 
in Israel today: the familial, the national 
(Jewish), the civic (Israeli), and that of 
being a student. These identities—and their 



attitudes toward this issue with the main characteristics of 
Jewish society in Israel. The findings indicated that gender 
identity is prevalent and salient among about 25% of all the 
women and about 20% of all the men in the sample. Gender 
differences in identities and attitudes were considerably 
smaller than differences between ethnic groups, religious 
categories and political positions. Moreover, when differences 
in attitudes were found between the two gender groups, they 
were unrelated to the attitudes that differentiate between 
other social gaps dividing Israeli society, indicating that 
gender differentiation does not correspond to other gaps in 
the Israeli context. This finding may help explain why gender 
has not become a subject of social conflict. 

12. Homo-Lesbian: The meaning of an Identity 
Keren Netzer 
The article delves into the meaning of homo-lesbian 
identity, whether it differs from other identities and how. It 
examines the implications of specific events in the history 
of homo-lesbianism, from the perception of sexuality in 
ancient Greece to the Gay Pride Parade held in Jerusalem in 
2005. In the article, an attempt is made to examine homo-
lesbian identity from the perspectives of feminism as well as 
Foucaultian ideology. With respect to gays, a correspondence 
is found between the theories. 

13. The First Gay Amit Kama 
Oscar Wilde was the first model of male homosexuality to 
appear in Western European history. Although numerous 
men have enjoyed sexual relations, love and physical 
intimacy with other men throughout history, never had 
these activities marked their participants as belonging to 
a category of human beings distinct from those men who 
have sexual relations with women only. Why and how did 
sexuality become such a central, meaningful factor in our 
identities as members of modern society in the twentieth 
century? In this article, based on a concise historical survey, 
the author attempts to respond to the questions raised by 
this model, which appears to many of us as "natural," an 
eternal, essential part of human existence. Wilde's personal 
tragedy is thus used to shed light on the outcomes of those 
transformations that, although initiated in the closing days 
of the nineteenth century, accompany us to this very day. 

14. A Patriotic Poem Roni Someck 

15. Autonomous Identity Within Healthy Couplehood 
Doron Gil 
We all aspire to intimate, healthy and satisfying couplehood. 
However, to sustain such relationships we are often prepared 
to do our utmost for the sake of the other, so long as 
the attachment lasts, so along as we are not abandoned. 
A problem arises when we surrender too much of ourselves 
for the sake of couplehood; we then forsake much of our 
identity, of "who we really are." Such behavior prevents us 
from nurturing authentic, intimate couplehood, founded on 
mutual respect, love, acceptance and giving. 

16. Ravit's Life - Our Life David Segal 
The article deals with lack of identity as an existential 
dilemma, which finds expression here in the meeting between 
individual and society within marriage, a melting pot for the 
working out of this dilemma. Using the therapeutic session 
in which the patient and the therapist confront the essence 
of this predicament, the author develops the idea identity 
d i l e m m a . 

17. On the Identity Principle and its Therapeutic Role for 
Cognitive Disturbances Aviva Fried 
The article discusses the concepts identity and identity 
principle from philosophical and psychological perspectives 
while stressing the importance of these concepts for human 
development. In discussing a deviant human condition from 
its clinical aspects, the article broaches the question of 
how and, if at all, an acquaintance with these concepts can 
support therapeutic responses to such exceptional mental 
conditions. 

18. / Hero Lost in Sin City Emanuel Bar Kadma 
Bohemian Tel Aviv and the Israeli press of another era 
provide the setting for this story, which attempts to take the 
reader back to a reality, characters and milieu that are long 
gone. As part of this slightly surreal scene, we find the story's 
hero, a famous personality and darling of the press. Behind 
his public fagade hides an agonized soul torn between two 
identities, unable to adjust itself to an imminently changing 
reality, about to disappear, in expectation of salvation. 

19. Identities W r i t t e n in C i n n a m o n and Ginger 
Or Barak 
The story focuses on a variety of characters, each representing 
one facet of the panoply comprising contemporary Israeli 
society. The story portrays a unique reality from a distinctive 
perspective. Throughout the narrative, the characters remain 
loyal to their personal and individual identities as they leave 
behind complex vestiges with little room for the imagination 
yet much room for thought. 

20. Renewal: A Short V a r i a t i o n o n E z e k i e l 1 1 : 1 9 
Mordechai Rimor 
This is a short variation on a famous verse from the Bible, 
Ezekiel 11:19. The prophet dreams a metaphorically surrealist 
dream. The dream describes a march of human figures during 
which hearts of stone are replaced by new human hearts. 

21. Strategies of Constructing Social Identities in 
Conflict-Ridden Areas: The Case of Young Jews, Arabs, 
and Palestinians Dahlia Moore 
The study examines the salience of social identities among 
Jews, Arabs and Palestinians. It shows that diverse hierarchies 
of identities exist simultaneously in each national group, 
and that the prevalence of specific identities varies so that 
some identities are more prevalent in one national category 
and different identities in others. Among Jews, the family 
provides the most prevalent and salient identity, followed 
by either civic (Israeli) or national (Jewish) identity. 
Among Arabs, the family provides the most prevalent and 
salient identity, followed by being a student, both of which 
are individualist identities; Among Palestinians the civic 
(Palestinian) identity is the most prevalent and salient. We 
thus conclude that the collective is more salient among the 
Palestinians than among either Jews or Arabs in Israel. Jews 
include a collectivist identity in most hierarchies but it is 
moderated by the primary individualist identity (the family). 
The Arab citizens of Israel have much weaker collective 
identities. 



1. Identity: A Journey Beyond the Looking Glass 
Joseph Alos 
In order to conduct a philosophical and psychological 
analysis of identity, Alice passes from one side of the looking 
glass to the other. There she sees events as they appear from 
an unfamiliar view. 

2. Between Identity and Diversity - The Double 
liana Shiloh 
The term double primarily evokes a duplicated self, the 
existence of two individuals similar to the point of identity. 
It thus simultaneously encodes two contradictory concepts, 
identity and difference. Because of its paradoxical and 
intriguing nature, the motif of the double can be found 
in myth, folklore and literature since the beginning of 
civilization, symbolically reflecting, or subverting, dualistic 
perceptions of internal, or external, reality. 

3. Ideal Identity Mordechai Rimor 
As expounded by the social sciences, the concept identity 
moves along a continuum ranging from the functional to 
the dysfunctional. This definition masks a preference for 
an idealized essence of human identity. To expose this 
preference and its implications, the article demonstrates 
this ideal in terms of the eight basic attitudes exhibited by 
persons displaying such an identity. The tragic conclusion of 
this examination is that all the attitudes associated with this 
identity contradict the core values of post-modern Western 
society. 

4. Who Am I? Chain! Shapira 
When attempting to answer the seemingly simple question 
"Who am I?", we quickly arrive at the complex, dark reaches of 
the psycho-physical problem better known as the body/mind 
question. Numerous scholars from Aristotle to contemporary 
brain researchers and physicists have discussed this question 
and written countless articles and books on the subject. 
However, not only has the question not been solve, but we 
are now better aware of how little we know—indicating that 
similar to so many other cases, the only possible resolution 
is a Socratic resolution. Among all those who have dealt 
with the issue, the author focuses on Lewis Carroll, the 
author of A l i c e in W o n d e r l a n d and T h r o u g h t h e L o o k i n g G l a s s . 
After reading between the lines and studying his diaries and 
other writings, we can discern that Carroll, like John Locke, 
concluded that there is an almost total identity between a 
man's identity and his memories. (This article also appears 
in C. Shapira, F o l l o w i n g A l i c e — J o u r n e y s to t h e World o f L e w i s 
Carroll, forthcoming, Ministry of Defense Publishing House). 

5. Jewish Identity and Israeli Identity 
Aharon Bar Oz 
The article discusses the linkage between Jewish identity 
and Israeli identity, a highly contentious issue for the 
Jewish people. The article differentiates between religious 
identity and Jewish identity throughout history. The author 
concludes that religious identity was always dominant in the 
lives of Jews prior to the appearance of the Zionist-national 
movement. This movement espoused the creation of a Jewish 
state based on democratic-universalistic values. However, in 
the final analysis, there can be no Israeli identity without a 
Jewish identity rooted in religious identity. 

6. Thoughts on National Identity in the Israeli Context 
Joseph Barnea 
The well-known scholar of nationalism, Benedict Anderson, 
defines a nation as an "imagined political community that is 
imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign." Israel is 

not a nation that identifies all its citizens with the state. In 
the accepted national discourse, as stated by A. B. Yehoshua, 
only Jews can be Israelis. As a result, Anton Shamas, who 
defines himself as an Israeli national, but only a Palestinian 
by A. B. Yehoshua, has been marginalized. The Shamas case 
captures Israel's anomalous situation within the normative 
discourse on nationalism carried on in the West. 

7. Identity in a Plonter Dafna Bar and Khalil Rinnawi 
The theatrical performance Plonter (knot), written and 
directly by Yael Ronen, was recently staged by Tel Aviv's 
Cameri Theatre. The play presents a dialogue, conducted 
under fire, between Jewish and Arab Israelis and residents 
of the territories. As the identity of each of these groups 
is discussed within the framework of a dialogue, each is 
found to group have a complex, ambivalent and fragmented 
identity. Life in Israeli society is shown to be a knot for all 
concerned. 

8. The Role of Education in the Construction of National-
Collective Identity Sara Zamir 
The education system is a very powerful device for the 
construction of the pupil's national-collective identity. The 
subjects learned—such as history, geography, Bible studies 
and literature—but especially the ceremonies and the field 
trips sponsored by the schools—are meaningful instruments 
for shaping the pupil's national identity along its cognitive 
and affective dimensions, especially in immigrant societies. 
The article discusses this process as it materialized in 
Israel's infancy, a period when the education system actively 
participated in forming a new, uniform national-collective 
identity for all its citizens. 

9. Identity=Identity? Amichai Silberman 
In fundamental ways, identity relates to itself and its 
antithesis. On the one hand, identity reaches toward... 
while renouncing what is uniquely you in order to be part 
of... - identical. On the other, identity extols what is uniquely 
you so as to distinguish you from the others - identify. 

10. Reflections on Ashkenazi Identity Amit Kama 
How do Ashkenazi Jews relate to themselves and how do they 
respond to the decline in their social dominance? Why has a 
political, social and cultural renaissance transpired in recent 
years among those identifying themselves as Ashkenazim? 
Is there a real, substantive threat to the preferred status of 
second- and third-generation immigrants from Europe and 
America? These questions were examined in the first survey 
of its kind conducted in Israel, which was based on the 
analysis of more than 1,000 letters to the editor received 
by the newspaper Haaretz. It was found that the average 
author of these letters belonged to the strong sectors in 
Israeli society. However, analysis of the subjects of these 
letters revealed that the authors tended to ignore the issue 
of social gaps. Many viewed themselves as representative of 
the general population, wished to create the impression of 
harmony throughout Israeli society and to minimize internal 
schisms to the point of nonexistence. In any case, the 
authors of these letters did not appear especially disturbed 
by these issues and did not perceive any threat to their 
identity. 

11. Gender Identity and Social Gaps Dahlia Moore 
The study examines why gender is not perceived as one 
of Israel's significant social gaps, which is why gender 
relations are generally perceived as non-conflictual. The 
study investigated the prevalence of gender identity among 
Jewish men and women as well as the association of 


